30 August 2021
EdenWeLove Incorporated
130 Grange Road, Mount Eden
Auckland 1024
New Zealand
Attention:

Brent Murdoch

Dear Brent
Peer Review for Dominion Road Mixed - Used Development

Introduction
Stantec previously prepared a peer review report dated June 2021 which assessed transportation concerns raised by the
Mount Eden community regarding the proposed mixed-used development proposed be established at 360 Dominion Road,
88 Prospect Terrace, and 113 Grange Road, Eden Valley, Auckland.
An Integrated Transportation Assessment (ITA) was originally prepared by Traffic Planning Consultants (TPC) in April
2021. The Expert Consenting Panel then commissioned Harrison Grierson (HG) to conduct an independent traffic and
transportation review of the proposed development, including submissions and their responses. Additional traffic modelling
has since been undertaken as well as some changes to the access arrangements subsequent to HG’s review. These are
outlined in the Evidence prepared by Todd Langwell of TPC dated 13 August 2021 (The Evidence).
TPC have engaged Flow Transportation Specialists (Flow) to assist with the traffic modelling and Beca to review the
transportation comments by HG.
This report builds on Stantec’s previous peer review report and provides a transportation engineering and planning review
of the updated transportation modelling and other transportation matters outlined in the Evidence.

Scenario B
As part of their transportation review of the proposed development, HG conclude that they are satisfied that Scenario B in
the ITA adequately addresses the vehicle-based traffic effects 1, however, this option was not supported due to the transport
effects on other road users, predominantly pedestrians. TPC have in their latest round of modelling used Scenario B as a
baseline to compare other scenarios that include provision of signalised intersection access. For reference Scenario B
maintains priority-controlled intersections at Prospect Terrace and Grange Road and includes separate left and right turn
lanes on the approaches to Dominion Road.
Stantec is of the view that Scenario B should not be used as a baseline for comparison as Scenario B does not mitigate
the impact on general traffic and buses and results in substantial, three-minute, delays during a Saturday peak period. HG
reports that as the increase in travel time occurs on a Saturday, where there is more flexibility in the road network, people
can choose to travel outside the Saturday peak hour and therefore, the delays could be less than predicted. Stantec
strongly disagrees with this statement and believes that an increase in three-minutes especially for buses is a significant
effect of the development and will further reduce the attractiveness of public transportation. Whilst there is more flexibility
in the road network on a Saturday, Stantec considers that the threshold for acceptability on a Saturday is much lower
compared to a weekday peak period where people are less tolerant and expectant of delays on Saturdays.
1 Page 4 - Fast Track Consenting – Dominion Road Mixed Use Development – Traffic Engineering Review –
dated 6 July 2021
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In any event, Scenario B is not the relevant baseline. The Applicant’s new proposal should be compared to the Applicant’s
“Base Case” which is existing + consented traffic. The traffic effects arising from adding the development traffic and traffic
signals at Prospect Terrace must be measured against that baseline. Furthermore, Scenario B and Scenario D - Refined
are not comparable as they are based on a completely different set of assumptions. If the new assumptions were applied
to Scenario B the results would be different.

Traffic Generation
TPC have engaged Beca to review the number of unreleased vehicles in the model. Beca have concluded that the high
number of unreleased vehicles is likely due to the demand being higher than what the model can readily accommodate in
the time period, and refer to the overly conservative (i.e. too high) trip generation of the development. Beca has made
some recommendations to the traffic generation of the supermarket and residential components which has then been
adopted in the modelling.

Supermarket
Beca has reviewed surveyed data for various supermarkets and recommended the following changes to the trip generation:
•
Weekday evening (PM) trip generation reduced from 15 trips / 100sqm to 11 trips / 100sqm
•
Weekend midday (MD) trip generation reduced from 15 trips / 100sqm to 12 trips / 100sqm
•
Increase pass-by trips from 29% to 40% for the Thursday PM peak
•
Allowed for 30% diverted trips
•
Allowed for 20% linked trips between residential and supermarket/commercial activities.
Beca has determined the Weekday PM trip generation rate based on six sources and the Weekend MD trip generation on
three sources from those listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research Report, 2013
Countdown Waiata Shores ITA
Countdown Pokeno ITA
Panmure Mixed Development
Plan Change for Richmond North ITA
Ormiston Road Flatbush ITA

Beca has taken the average of trip generation rates from the above sources. However, a number of these sites due to their
location in small towns are unlikely to appropriately represent the trip generation of the proposed New World on Dominion
Road in a busy metropolitan area with complimentary surrounding land use. Stantec notes that the majority of these
sources are located in rural or small neighbourhood centres such as Pokeno, Waiata Shores and Richmond. Pokeno for
example is a more rural area and will therefore naturally generate less traffic compared to an urban environment. Similarly,
Waiata Shores is a relatively new town centre and is likely to generate less traffic compared to a more established suburb.
The inclusion of sites such as Pokeno and Waiata Shores which naturally have lower trip generation rates as a result of
their location inappropriately brings down the trip generation average. The most applicable surveyed source is the Panmure
Mixed Use development which has a higher trip generation rate of 13 trips / 100sqm. Furthermore, Beca have not included
the trip generation rates provided in Waka Kotahi’s Research Report 453 trip which recommends an 85th percentile trip
generation rate of 17.9 trips / 100sqm or the trip generation rate of 12.3 trips / 100sqm from the Transport for New South
Wales (Guide to Traffic Generation). These sources were also highlighted and recommended by HG in their transportation
review. If these rates were included in the average and the Pokeno, Waiata Shores and Richmond sites were removed,
the trip generation average would be around 13 trips / 100sqm which is materially higher than the 11 trips /100sqm used
for the weekday PM peak.
We have also reviewed our own survey database for supermarkets. The surveyed trip generation rates for existing
supermarkets of a similar size and nature to the proposed New World are presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The name
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of the supermarket has been excluded for confidentiality reasons. These surveys were undertaken between 2006 to 2013
and it is acknowledged that the surveys were undertaken some years ago, but the data is still useful in understanding trip
generation rates of supermarkets in the country’s main cities.

Figure 1: Stantec surveyed trip generation rates for supermarkets in the weekday PM peak

Figure 2: Stantec surveyed trip generation rates for supermarkets in the Saturday MD peak
The figures show that there is a lot of variation in the surveyed trip generation rate for a supermarket with one supermarket
in Auckland Central recording a trip generation rate of 7.4 trips / 100sqm and another supermarket in South Auckland
recording a trip rate of 23.4 trips / 100sqm in the Weekday PM. The trip generation rate of 11 trips/ 100sqm in the Weekday
PM and 12 trips / 100sqm on Saturday recommended by Beca is on the lower end of the trip generation range and may
underestimate the trips from the supermarket. As such, the actual trip generation rate of proposed New World is difficult to
predict given the range of surveyed trip generation rates. Given the size of the development, a trip generation rate of 11
compared to a trip generation rate of 13 can equate to an additional 50 trips in the peak hour which can have a significant
effect given the arterial nature of Dominion Road. The average trip generation of samples presented in the figure above is
13.7 and 13.4 trips per 100 sqm metres for PM and Saturday peaks respectively.
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Where there is a lot of uncertainty, it is best practice to incorporate some degree of conservatism into the assessment
either by using a higher trip generation or by undertaking some sensitivity testing to consider the effect if more traffic was
generation than what was estimated in the modelling. The modelling results already show high delays at the key
intersections and a significant increase in travel times on Saturday. Any additional trips (beyond what was assumed) could
result in significantly longer queueing and delays. We therefore recommend reconsidering the trip generation rate and
using a higher rate than 11 trips per 100sqm to understand transportation outcomes of this development on busier days.
The relationship between the trip rate and the number of generated trips from the supermarket is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Relationship between the trip generation rate and the number of trips generated for a supermarket size of
2,495sqm
Source
Applicant’s new proposal

Original ITA rate
Harrison Grierson’s review 2

Trips per
100m2 GFA

Trips

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

272
297
322
347
371
396
421
446

% Increase
over New
Proposal
0%
9%
18%
27%
36%
45%
55%
64%

Stantec acknowledges that there is little industry research and standards around the proportion of diverted and linked trips,
in which case a more conservative assessment should be undertaken. A more appropriate example would be Countdown
Valley Road as it is a supermarket located in an almost identical environment. Stantec therefore recommends undertaking
traffic surveys at the Countdown Valley Road to determine a more accurate trip generation and pass-by rate once the
COVID alert level is reduced.

Residential
A new residential trip generation rate of 0.2 trips / dwelling has been adopted in the modelling based on a recently
consented residential development at 428-430 Dominion Road. Whilst a trip rate of 0.2 trips / dwelling may have been
consented for a neighbouring development, it does not necessarily mean it can be applied directly to this development. No
information is provided on the parking provision for the adjacent development and whether the lower trip rate reflects a
constrained more parking provision.
As outlined in Stantec’s peer review report, a trip rate of 0.29 trips / dwelling as recommended by Transport for New South
Wales Guide is considered more appropriate as it is based on research and surveys of multiple sites across Australia.
However, it is acknowledged that the difference in the trip rates equates to approximately 8 to 10 additional trips in the
peak hour and therefore will be negligible in the terms of the modelling.
Overall, the trip generation has reduced significantly from 548 trips during the weekday afternoon peak hour to 386 trips
and from 516 to 428 trips on Saturday MD peak hour, as well as a reduction in the number of primary trips on the network.
Stantec agree that there will be a proportion of pass-by, diverted and linked trips but cannot be confident with the
assumptions given the low number of applicable sample data.

Optimisation of Scenario D

2

based on Waka Kotahi’s Research Report 453 trip rate
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TPC have engaged Flow to optimise the operation of Scenario Din the model. For reference, Scenario D includes the
signalisation of Dominion Road / Prospect Terrace intersection and priority-controlled Dominion Road / Grange Road
intersection.
The key changes that have been made to Scenario D since the ITA are:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Traffic demand previously travelling from Dominion Road north to Burnley Terrace was redirected to King Edward
Street as a result of the banned right turn to Burnley Terrace.
The number of approach lanes on Grange Road at the priority-controlled Dominion Road / Grange Road intersection
was reduced from two lanes to one lane for pedestrian safety.
Route choice was enabled by allowing vehicles in the model to choose their preferred route to and from the
supermarket via Grange Road or Prospect Terrace based on vehicle delay by changing the demand loading
arrangements in the model. The model previously had a fixed demand distribution onto Grange and Prospect Terrace.
The pedestrian crossing on the Dominion Road north has been removed at the Dominion Road / Prospect Terrace
signalised intersection (as shown in Figure 3).
Pedestrian phases have been simulated at the signalised Prospect Terrace / Dominion Road intersection.

Stantec agree with changes that are listed in points number 1 and 3 above. However, other changes will have a negative
impact on other road users.

Figure 3: The proposed Dominion Road / Prospect Terrace intersection layout obtained from Drawing 16316 - SIJ - (1)
from Attachment 6 in Todd Langwell’s Evidence
Stantec strongly disagree with the decision to remove the pedestrian crossing on the Dominion Road north approach. Todd
Langwell states in his Evidence that a pedestrian crossing has only been provided on Dominion Road south of Burnley
Terrace “as this provides the optimal position for the intersection performance and provide a pedestrian crossing in the
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closest possible location to the existing midblock crossing north of King Edward Street” 3. This statement contradicts Todd’s
statements earlier in the evidence where he argues that the introduction of traffic signals is targeted at safety benefits and
therefore greater tolerance is allowed for in scenarios that provide a higher degree of safety for walking and cycling.
It is standard and best practice to provide pedestrian crossings on all approaches at a signalised intersection particularly
in an urban environment such as Dominion Road where there will be high pedestrian volumes travelling to and from the
site. The proposal is inconsistent with other signalised intersections along Dominion Road and in Auckland. The missing
pedestrian crossing will increase the crossing distance for pedestrians up to three times longer, will result in pedestrians
waiting for multiple signal phases and may encourage jay-walking which is a significant safety concern. The provision of
pedestrian crossings (and any other pedestrian facilities) should not be dictated by the intersection performance.
Furthermore, the pedestrian crossing on the southern approach is shown to be located across an existing bus stop. No
information has been provided as to how the signalised intersection (and pedestrian crossing) will affect the bus stop and
whether the bus stop will be relocated.
Stantec agree with the inclusion of pedestrian phases in the modelling of the signalised intersection to provide pedestrian
protection, however Stantec is concerned with the implementation of these phases. Todd Langwell states in his Evidence
that “This [Pedestrian phase] will hold vehicle movements from turning across pedestrian crossings for the first few
seconds of a pedestrian phase, allowing pedestrians to cross most of the road unopposed by turning vehicles”. 4 The hold
time that has been modelled is not quantified in Evidence or in Flow’s memorandum. A “few seconds” of pedestrian
protection is not considered sufficient given the high volumes of pedestrians that would be expected along Dominion Road
as a result of the development. In a metropolitan area such as Dominion Road, pedestrians should have much longer
protection phases of around 6 to 10 seconds depending on the crossing distance. Further clarification should be provided
on the assumptions used in modelling the pedestrian phase to ensure pedestrian protection phases have been
appropriately represented.
Todd Langwell also notes that consideration has been given to reducing the cycle times at the signalised intersection,
however it was found that a shorter cycle time “provides an overall suboptimal performance and increased travel times
along Dominion Road. Each model discussed below has therefore maintained an overall cycle time of 120 seconds” 5. This
statement is focused on vehicle performance and once again contradicts his earlier comments in the Evidence that the
modelling and proposal is focused focus on pedestrian safety. Whilst a shorter cycle time may result in additional delay
and queueing to vehicles, it is much more attractive and safer for pedestrians. Pedestrians crossing Prospect Terrace and
Burnley Terrace are unlikely to wait close to two minutes to cross the road and the long cycle time increases the probability
of a pedestrian jay-walking/red light running. This is a safety concern as there will be a high volume of pedestrians
accessing the site. Furthermore, if the focus of the development is on pedestrian safety as stated in item 15b of the
Evidence, then the cycle time should not be defined by intersection performance but rather for pedestrian safety. Overall,
long signal cycle times will significantly increase pedestrian walking times.

Todd Langwell Evidence - Attachment 1, Item 3b
Todd Langwell Evidence – Attachment 1, Item 3c
5
Todd Langwell Evidence – Attachment 1, Item 4
3
4
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Figure 4: Proposed layout of Dominion Road / Grange Road which shows widening of Grange Road by 2.5m

Scenario D Unreleased Vehicles
TPC and Flow have remodelled scenario D based on the changes mentioned above, referring to Scenario D (optimised)
which includes changes to the model but using the same trip generation as outlined in the ITA as well as an additional
Scenario D (refined) which includes both changes to the model and uses the lower trip generation recommended by Beca.
For the purposes of this letter report, Stantec will only be commenting on Scenario D (refined) as this is the recommended
scenario put forward by TPC.
Chart 5 in Attachment 1 of the Evidence shows the profile of unreleased vehicles in the model for the Weekday PM peak
period for the Base scenario, Scenario B and Scenario D (refined) in the southbound direction. The profile of unreleased
vehicles for Scenario D (refined) follows a similar trajectory compared to the Existing + Consented baseline scenario.
However, there are still more unreleased vehicles (around 20 to 60 vehicles per 10 minutes or 120 to 360 per hour) in the
PM peak hour compared to the baseline. The travel time and delay of these extra unreleased vehicles is therefore not
captured. The volume of unreleased vehicles is notable considering the forecast trip generation in the PM peak hour is 386
trips.
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Scenario D (Refined) Results
Intersection Performance

Table 5 and 6 of Attachment 1 in the Evidence present a summary of the intersection and travel time results comparing
Scenario D (Refined) to Scenario B (ITA) and Base Case. Detailed modelling results are shown in Attachment 2 of the
Evidence.
Weekday PM Peak
Stantec has reviewed the intersection results for Scenario D (refined) compared to the Existing + Consented baseline for
the Weekday PM peak as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Thursday PM Peak Results
Performance
Journey Time – Dominion Road
Buses (seconds)
General Traffic (seconds)
Prospect Terrace
Average Delay (seconds)
Average Queue (metres)
Maximum Queue (metres)
Grange Road
Average Delay (seconds)
Average Queue (metres)
Maximum Queue (metres)

Approach

Base Case
(ITA)

Scenario D Refined

Increase
(seconds)

%
Increase

Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound

344
201
303
554

330
216
286
456

-14
15
-17
-98

-4%
7%
-6%
-18%%

Left Turn
Right Turn

50
43
29
74

82
52
27
63

32
9
-2
-11

64%
21%
-7%
-15%

Left Turn
Right Turn

53
55
28
56

65
62
33
80

24
25
7
37

45%
45%
25%
66%

There is significant delay at the Burnley Terrace approach in Scenario D of around eight to nine minutes, which Stantec
considers unacceptable from a transportation perspective. Stantec acknowledges that the volume of traffic on the approach
is relatively low (around 50-60vph) and could be argued that vehicles will choose to use alternative routes (such as
Bellwood Ave to the north or King Edward Street to the south). However, as the model is a corridor model, the effects of
any rerouting cannot be captured. No assessment has been made of the intersection performance or safety issues arising
from the effect of these additional vehicles using either Bellwood Ave or King Edward Street which are both prioritycontrolled intersections.
Stantec also highlights that there is a reduction in delay to all movements of around 15-35s on Dominion Road north at
both the Prospect and Grange Road intersections compared to the Existing + Consented baseline. This is an unexpected
outcome given that in the baseline, there is no traffic signals and signals are likely to add additional delay to through
movements. Furthermore, Scenario D adds additional development traffic which would further increase delays. This could
be due to the additional unreleased vehicles in Scenario D compared to the baseline and further clarification should be
provided as to the cause of the reduced delay.
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Weekend MD Peak
Stantec has reviewed the intersection results for Scenario D (refined) compared to the Existing + Consented baseline for
the Weekday PM peak as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Saturday MD Peak Results
Performance
Journey Time – Dominion Road
Buses (seconds)
General Traffic (seconds)
Prospect Terrace
Average Delay (seconds)
Average Queue (metres)
Maximum Queue (metres)
Grange Road
Average Delay (seconds)
Average Queue (metres)
Maximum Queue (metres)

Approach

Base Case
(ITA)

Scenario D Refined

Increase
(seconds)

%
Increase

Northbound
Southbound
Northbound
Southbound

259
211
217
140

508
291
456
229

249
80
239
89

96%
38%
110%
64%

Left Turn
Right Turn

14
23
21
31

192
343
75 6
192 7

178
320
54
161

1270%
1390%
257%
519%

Left Turn
Right Turn

18
40
26
45

42
65
33
82

24
25
7
37

133%
63%
27%
88%

The results show significant delay at the Prospect Terrace with left turning vehicles experiencing an average of three to
four minutes delay and right turning vehicles experiencing over five minutes delay. Stantec considers this unacceptable for
a Saturday particularly as the majority of these vehicles are likely to be supermarket and retail customers. There will be
very high levels of driver frustration at having to wait over five minutes to exit the site. Furthermore, the right turning delay
is of concern as drivers may prefer to exit via Grange Road where the delay is only around 60s compared to over five
minutes at Prospect. Having additional right turning vehicles at Grange Road is a safety concern as the intersection is
priority controlled and vehicles would need to cross a busy arterial road. A local resident witnessed a crash on Thursday
22 July where a vehicle turning right from Grange Road onto Dominion Road collided with an oncoming vehicle, as shown
in the Figure below.

The proposed Level 00 access is 50 metres from the intersection so the average queue will go well past the access point
and block entry and exit, including right-turns out of the development on Prospect Terrace.
7
A queue of 192 metres goes well past the site
6
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Figure 5: Recent right turning crash at Dominion Road / Grange Road – taken by local resident (Brent Murdoch)
The average queue on Prospect Terrace in Saturday MD Peak is modelled to be around 75 metres and the maximum
queue is around 192 metres. The site access is located 50 metres from Dominion Rd and therefore the average and
maximum queue will extend beyond the site access, adversely affecting the operation of the supermarket and retail
activities.
The ITA previously reported an average queue of around 33m and a maximum queue of around 154m on Prospect Terrace
for the original Scenario D. For this scenario TPC previously concluded that “The model shows large increases in delays
and queue lengths on both Prospect Terrace and Grange Road, extending back to, past and within the site, to the point
where the site would effectively be unable to function.” 8
This statement therefore contradicts with Todd Langwell’s latest conclusion that “any congestion around the access points
is therefore only likely to occur for a very short period of the busiest hour of the day when the maximum queue lengths are
recorded”.9
8
9

ITA page 37, Section 6.2.4:
Todd Langwell Evidence – Attachment 1, Item 15
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Stantec considers that Todd Langwell’s Evidence shows that even under Scenario D – Refined, the local traffic network is
performing with high delays and long queues during the Saturday MD Peak. The predicted generated traffic within the
surrounding parts of the network leading to queues blocking the access to and from the supermarket, and which may
negatively impact on the performance of Dominion Road as a result of traffic not being able to access the site and queues
extending to Dominion Road

Travel Time Results
Scenario D (Refined) Travel Time Results
A review of the Thursday PM Peak travel time results also show there is a reduction in the travel time for buses in the
northbound direction as well as a reduction for general traffic in both north and southbound directions. Of note, there is
reduction in the travel time of around 100s for general traffic in the southbound direction. As mentioned previously, this is
extremely unusual as the proposed development has not proposed any mitigations that would reduce delay or traffic
volumes along the corridor but has in fact introduced traffic signals which would only increase delay as well as around 150
new vehicles to the network. This could be due to the additional unreleased vehicles in Scenario D compared to the
baseline and further clarification should be provided as to the cause of the reduced travel times.
In the Saturday MD Peak, Scenario D (refined) shows an increase in travel time for buses and general traffic of over four
minutes in the northbound direction. Stantec considers an increase in travel time for buses on a Saturday of such scale
unacceptable.
In his Evidence, Todd Langwell explains that the increase in travel time for southbound vehicles is due to coding in the
base model that allows for a series of ‘random incidents’ such as vehicle manoeuvring into parallel parking spaces,
pedestrians crossing midblock etc and the increase in travel time “are therefore not solely attributed to the development
traffic or the inclusion of traffic signals, but also to the effects of parking activity on Dominion Road (and other one-off
incidences such as pedestrians crossing midblock, emergency vehicles etc)” 10. Whilst there may be one-off incidences
that can cause an increase in delay at any given time, these incidents have been allowed for in the base as part of the
travel time validation. Therefore, assuming that both the base case and scenario D (refined) scenarios results have been
averaged over multiple runs (as is best practice), this should therefore average out any effect of the incidences between
the scenarios. With the data provided there is not enough evidence that travel time increase is not solely attributed to the
development traffic.
Todd Langwell also states “It is also not unusual to expect increases in journey times on arterial roads as the city
intensifies” 11 . Stantec strongly disagrees with this statement. Whilst there will be an increase in travel time to private
vehicles, there should not be such a significant effect on bus travel times as it will further reduce the attractiveness as a
viable transportation option and as a result affect patronage. Additional mitigation measures should be provided as part of
the development to reduce the delays to buses to ensure buses can be viewed as an attractive travel mode.
Stantec acknowledges that there is a reduction in travel time compared to Scenario B, however as mentioned previously,
Stantec considers that Scenario B is not the relevant baseline for testing and quantifying the effects of the proposed
development.

Base + Consented Results
It is noted that TPC have compared the Scenario D (Refined) results to the Existing + Consented baseline. The ITA outlines
that consented developments in the vicinity of the site that have not yet constructed have been added onto the existing
surveyed traffic to form an Existing + Consented baseline.
The TPC Paramics Modelling of the Development Report 13 (Modelling Development Report) states that the total traffic
added to the network due to these consented developments is around 140vph in the morning peak and 96vph in the
evening peak.
10
11
13

Todd Langwell Evidence – Attachment 1, Item 20
Todd Langwell Evidence – Item 57
TPC Paramics Modelling of the Development Report – Appendix 16 of the ITA
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Table 4 below shows the increase in travel time on Dominion Road between the Existing scenario compared to the Existing
+ Consented baseline. The Modelling Development report shows an increase of around 190 seconds in the northbound
direction and 220 seconds in the southbound direction on Thursday PM peak compared to the Existing scenario. However,
the proposed development which is expected to generate approximately 386vph in the Thursday PM peak, of which 212
are primary trips (new trips onto the network) results in a decrease in travel time compared to the Existing + Consented
baseline.
Table 4: General Traffic Travel Time (s) on Dominion Road – Thursday PM Peak
Direction
Northbound
Southbound

Existing (s)
176
459

Existing + Consented (s)
303
554

Scenario D (Refined) (s)
286
456

TPC attributes the increase in travel time in the Existing + Consented baseline compared to the Existing scenario to the
already congested nature of Dominion Road and that a small increase in traffic can have a significant effect. However, the
same logic would be true for the proposed development, which adds around 50% more new trips on to the network
compared to the consented developments, yet results in a reduction in travel time. No information is provided as to the
discrepancy between these outcomes, which suggest some significant inaccuracies in the model.

Scenario E
TPC and Flow have also modelled a scenario where the Dominion Road / Grange Road intersection is signalised and the
Dominion Road / Prospect Terrace intersection remains as a priority control intersection.
Stantec has reviewed the modelling results for Scenario E which show very high delay and queueing at both intersections
and agree with the conclusion that Scenario E does not provide much benefit to vehicles over Scenario D (refined).

Wider Network Effects
The proposal exceeds the development thresholds outlined in Section E27.6.1 of the Auckland Unitary Plan (Unitary Plan)
and therefore an assessment on wider network effects is required under the Unitary Plan. The effects on the wider network
are not assessed in the ITA or Evidence.
HG raised concerns that the development will encourage potential rat-running, resulting in increased traffic volumes and
speeds through local residential streets. Stantec agrees with this concern, particularly given the high delays (over fiveminute delay at Prospect Terrace in Weekend peak) and queueing at both the Dominion Road / Grange Street and
Dominion Road / Prospect Terrace intersections in the peak periods. Drivers are likely to choose alternative routes such
as Milton Road and Henley Road, which both are local residential roads that carry low traffic volumes. Any activities that
result in rat-running should be avoided as it increases safety risk to pedestrians, and reduces the amenity of these local
neighbourhoods streets.
Table 12 to 15 of the Modelling Development Report in the presents the trip distribution for the various activities on the
site. The distribution assumptions assume a significant proportion of traffic will come from the east and west. For example,
around 34% of the inbound supermarket trips and 40% of the outbound trips are assumed to go to and come from the east
via Prospect Terrace or Grange Road in the Weekday PM peak. This equates to around 100-130vph. Prospect Terrace
and Grange Road connects to Mt Eden Road to the east which is a major arterial road. No assessment has been made as
to the effect of the development traffic passing through these intersections. The intersections are currently priority controlled
and the proposal will likely increase the number of right turning vehicles onto a busy arterial road which is a significant
safety concern.
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Alternative Access Arrangements
As part of their transportation review, HG put forward a recommendation to combine the entries of the Rear Service Lane
and residential car parking and providing a separate exit-only access for the residential parking. TPC proposed in the ITA
to have a separate residential 6m wide access allowing both ingress and egress and an adjacent ingress for service
vehicles.
Figure 5 below shows the HG recommended access arrangement and Figure 6 shows TPC updated proposed access.

Figure 6: Alternative Access Proposal – HG Report (Figure 7)

Figure 7: TPC updated proposal – taken from Warren and Mahoney Drawing A09 from Attachment 5 in the Evidence
Todd Langwell concludes that “In terms of effects on pedestrians walking past the site, this is not too different to the
proposal I have recommended in my previous statement of evidence, albeit with a slightly wider separation between access
points, and it will have the same safety outcome” 14 . Stantec disagrees with the statement that the safety outcome is the
same between the two options as the HG proposed vehicle crossing width is much shorter (i.e. the conflict zone between
vehicles and pedestrians) with more space in between for pedestrians to wait if required. However, Stantec do agree with
Todd’s concerns about mixing residential and servicing vehicles such as large rigid trucks and forklifts in one area.
TPC proposes to introduce a traffic island 2.0 metres wide separating the rear service lane and residential access; and
add zebra markings across each access point to further highlight the priority on the footpath (using Countdown Valley
Road as an example).

14

Todd Langwell Evidence – Item 83
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Stantec agrees with these measures and support the provision of a traffic island separating the two accesses. However,
Stantec believes that the vehicle crossing should be raised as shown in the Countdown Valley Road example to further
improve pedestrian safety and slow vehicle speeds on the approach to the access. Stantec also notes that the vehicle
tracking for the 12m truck accessing the servicing lane is very tight with the clearance of the vehicle (i.e. wing mirrors)
encroaching on the 2m traffic island. We therefore suggest widening the island to 3m to provide pedestrians more space
to wait.

Other Comments
Stantec notes that no future year has been assessed and that the model has been developed based on existing surveyed
data in 2020 plus some allowance for future consented developments that has not been constructed yet. No testing has
been undertaken to evaluate the performance of the road network on the opening day, which given the planning and
construction process is unlikely to occur until at least 2023 to 2025. There has been no allowance for any increase in
background traffic growth which would therefore affect the intersection performance results, making delay and travel time
worse than reported.

Parking Provision
Due to the site’s location in the D18 Special Character Areas Overlay – Residential and Business area, there is no minimum
parking requirement applied to the site and this activity. No assessment has been undertaken to compare the parking
provision with the anticipated parking demand for supermarkets of this size, nor for supermarkets in the area.
Beca and TPC argue that the updated traffic generation of the site better reflect the high public transport accessibility and
mixed-use nature of the development. However, a provision of 177 parking spaces for the supermarket, retail and office
contradicts their statement, given that those components will only generate around 360 trips (in and out) in the peak hour.
Stantec considers that the provision is an oversupply and will attract more private vehicle trips.
AT has also highlighted the car-reliant development with AT commenting that “As the ITA recognises, the site will be
surrounded by increasing number of developments. The key difference for this development from other developments in
the area is that it includes a full-sized supermarket with no provision for PT or active modes, resulting in a highly car-reliant
destination. The quantum is also noticeable from the traffic generations considered in the assessment” 16
Stantec therefore recommends that parking provisions are reviewed to disincentivise the use of private vehicles. Beca has
noted that the parking provision of 1 parking space per 23sqm for the supermarket is already 21% lower than other New
World supermarkets. Whilst this is a useful comparison, it is important to recognise that these developments were planned
several years ago at a time when climate change mitigation and the reduction of transportation emissions were not key
considerations.
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Conclusion
A review has been completed of the updated traffic modelling and associated transportation matters provided by TPC,
Beca and Flow for the proposed mixed-use development at 360 Dominion Road, 88 Prospect Terrace, and 113 Grange
Road, Eden Valley, Auckland.
The review has concluded that there are still notable concerns in the updated assessment undertaken in support of the
proposed development. Overall, it is considered that the scale of the development, proposed amount of parking and
proposed mitigation measures do not adequately address the adverse transportation effects created by the generated
trips. The development, proposed in the current shape and form, does not leverage its location of fronting one of the best
served bus corridors within Auckland City, does not improve active modes’ accessibility and negatively affects the walking
environment across Prospect Terrace and Grange Road and bus operations and general traffic on Dominion Road.
The key issues arising from the development are:
•
Trip Generation – An adopted trip generation rate of 11 trips/ 100sqm in the Weekday PM and 12 trips / 100sqm
in the Weekend MD peak is at the lower end of trip generation rates for supermarkets and results in a more
optimistic outcome than would be expected to be used for an assessment of effects. The average trip rates using
a set of supermarket samples from Auckland and Wellington show that the trip generation rate of 13.7/13.4 trips
per 100 sqm during PM/Saturday peak hours (respectively) is possible and likely. The supermarket trip generation
samples and Waka Kotahi’s Research Report recommendation of a trip generation rate of 17.9 trips both indicate
that higher trip generation rates are possible and indeed likely. No sensitivity testing has been undertaken to
evaluate the effect of adopting a higher trip generation rate, which is of importance given the current level of
congestion and delay on Dominion Road during the peak hours.
•
Impact on Pedestrians – a new signalised intersection at the Prospect Terrace/Dominion Road is proposed but
no assessment is provided on the impact that this signalised intersection, operating on 120s traffic signal cycle
times, will have on pedestrian delays and how these long wait times will increase a chance of pedestrians crossing
side roads on red signal. A pedestrian crossing is not provided on the northern leg of the Dominion Road /
Prospect Terrace intersection, which will further increase pedestrian walking times, walking distance and could
increase the likelihood of jay-walking.
In addition, the Grange Road / Dominion Road intersection is proposed to be widened by 2.5m to accommodate
refuse vehicles resulting in longer crossing distances for pedestrians. No assessment of the increased crossing
distance for pedestrians has been undertaken.
•
Increase in Bus and Car Travel Time - Bus (and car) journey times are modelled to significantly increase in the
Saturday peak with results showing an increase in travel time of over three minutes compared to the Existing +
Consented baseline scenario. This shows that the impact of proposed development on public transport is
significant and not mitigated.
•
Delays on Side Streets - Drivers on Prospect Terrace are modelled to experience between three to five minute
delays on Saturday and will likely result in more drivers choosing alternative routes via uncontrolled intersections,
resulting in an increase in a number of uncontrolled right turns at the parallel Dominion Road/ Grange Road
intersection.
•
Queue Lengths on Prospect Terrace - Average queue length on Prospect Terrace will extend past the site entry
and exit, and the maximum queues will extend well past the site. This will adversely affect the safety and
functionality of the site’s operation.
•
Inconsistent Modelling Results - The modelling results show a decrease in travel time of 100 seconds for
general traffic in the Thursday PM peak in Scenario D (refined) compared to the existing network operation and
provides no explanation for the improvement despite adding traffic signals and additional demand to the network.
Based on the above, we consider that from a transportation perspective the proposed development cannot be supported
as mitigation measures do not address the concerns identified relating to excessive queuing and delays on Prospect
Terrace, pedestrian safety, driver/rider safety and the impact on public transport.
Yours sincerely
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